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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to study classes c~ of groups with the following 
property: 
There is a cardinal ~ such that for every F e c~ 
there is a permutation group G such that F and G are isomorphic 
and every permutation i G moves less than ~ elements. (1)~ 
A group is said to be o~-bounded if it satisfies (1)~. A class ¢g of groups is ~- 
bounded if every group in cg is a-bounded; it is bounded if there exists a cardinal 
such that ~ is a-bounded. 
Kneser and Swierczkowski [8] proved that the class of all abelian groups is 
~l-bounded, and that the class of all groups is unbounded. McKenzie [9] 
showed that the class of all free groups is unbounded. 
Property (1)~ is related to the following condition: 
there is a group A such that F can be embedded in A and A is a 
restricted irect product of groups each of cardinality less than a. (2)~ 
Every class of groups which satisfy (2)~ is a-bounded, provided ~ ~ ~o (see 
Lemma 3.1(4)). The converse is not true. It was shown by de Bruijn [2] that the 
free group of cardinality 2 ~ is a+-bounded (a+ is the successor cardinal of ~), 
while obviously it fails to satisfy (2)~+. 
Classes of groups satisfying (2)~ ° have been considered in several papers, 
especially by Hall [6] and Gor6akov (e.g., [4, 5]). For connections between 
(1)~ °and (2)~ ° , see [11, 12, 16]. 
It seems to be hopeless to look for a satisfactory characterization f all bounded 
classes of groups, or of the class of all a-bounded groups for a given a. This is 
not so when the classes are subjected to suitable restrictions. In this paper we are 
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mainly concerned with elementary classes of groups. A class ~ of firstzorder 
structures is an elementary class if there exists a first-order theory T such that 
the class of all models of T coincides with ~. The principal result is Theorem 3.2. 
It states the equivalence of four conditions for o ~ an elementary class of groups: 
(a) There is some cardinal a such that every group in d ~ satisfies (1)~ 
(that is, 6 ° is bounded). 
(b) There is a natural number n such that every group in d ~ is central by 
finite of order at most n. 
(c) Every group in d ~ satisfies (2)~ 1 . 
(d) Every group in 6 ~ satisfies (1)~ 1 (that is, 6 ~ is Rl-bounded). 
The main part of the paper is dedicated to the proof of the implication (a) ~ (b). 
The first step of this proof consists in a combinatorial investigation of large 
sets of permutations each of them moving boundedly many elements. Since this 
step is of some interest in itself it is presented separately in Section 2. 
The following notation is adopted: ~, /3, ~ for cardinals; h/z, v for ordinals. 
The cadinality of a set S is denoted by ] S [. We write Sym(S) for the symmetri~ 
group on S, that is, the group of all permutations of S. For fe  Sym(S) we define 
the support of f  by supp(f) = {a e S [fa va a}. I f F  is a subset of Sym(S), we lel 
supp(F) stand for [ . J{supp(f) [ f~F}.  For a infinite, Sym~(S) is the normal 
subgroup of Sym(S) consisting of { fe  Sym(S)I [ supp(f)] < c~}. For ever) 
group, the neutral element is denoted by e. The notation/" ~ A indicates that I 
is a subgroup of the group A. I f f  is an element of Sym(S) and A a subset of S 
then f [ 'A  is the restriction of f to A. For {/'~ [ v El} a family of groups 
(Uv ] v e 1} is the restricted irect product and H {Pv l v e I} the cartesian product 
I f  {G~ [ v e I} is a family of permutation groups, 2~ {Gv I v ~ [} and H {G~ t v e I 
are taken to be permutation groups, acting in the obvious way on the disjoin 
union of the underlying sets. We write C(/') for the center of / ' .  The centralizeJ 
of an element u in / '  is denoted by Cr(u). The group /~ is central by finite i: 
P/C(I  ~) is finite. I f  moreover I~/C(I ") has n elements, we call F central by finit, 
of order n. I f  ~ is a structure and R is a set of elements of 9)l, then (TAl, R)  it 
the structure arising from 9X by adding R as a unary relation. 
In a forthcoming article, Lemma 2.2 will be applied to automorphism group: 
of first-order structures. The material of this paper is taken from my doctora 
dissertation written at ETH Ziirich. 
2. A COMBINATORIAL APPROACH TO SETS OF PERMUTATIONS 
The main tool used in this section is a theorem due to Erd6s and Rado o] 
large families of small sets. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. A set N is quasi-disjoint if A n B = n ~i for all distinct 
A,B  ~OA. 
THEOREM (Erd6s-Rado 3, Theorem l(ii)). Let o~ >/2, fi >/ 1, c~ + fl >/No. 
Let 9.[ be a set with I 9j( I >~ ~ and I A I <~ fl for all A ~ 92(. Then there is a quasi- 
disjoint subset ~3 C ~ with I 93 I > ~. 
For  our purposes it is sufficient to consider the following special case of the 
above theorem: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ~ >/ Ro. Let 92( be a set with I~I [ = (2~) + and [ A I <~ 
for all A ~ 92(. Then there is a quasi-disjoint subset fB C_ 92( with [ ~B ] = (2~) +. 
Lemma 2.1 is appl ied to prove the following result: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ~ >~ 1%, suppose that K C Sym~+(S), and that I K I= 
(2~) +. Then for every A C_ S with [ A ] <~ 2~ there are permutations f, g, h from K 
such that (gf-~) ~ A = (hf -1) t A and g =/= h. 
Proof. Fix A_CS with [A[  ~<2 ~. Put ~[={supp(g) [geK}.  F rom the 
inequality 
(2~) + = I K I  ~< I ~I [ • sup [{ fcK I  supp( f )  = supp(g)}[ ~< [ 9~ I " 2 ~ 
geK 
it follows that I 9.I [ = (2~) +. Thus  by Lemma 2.1 we can choose in 9.I a quasi- 
disjoint subset ~B of cardinal ity (2~) +. Put  B = n ~ and K o = {g e K [ supp(g) e 
~3}. Clearly ] B I ~< ~ and [ K o I = (2~) +- We shall indicate a large subset H of 
K o such that the conclusion of Lemma 2.2 is satisfied for all distinct f ,  g, h c H. 
Claim 1. There exist subsets A 1 of A and A s , A a of B as well as a sequence 
K 0 D_ K 1 D_ K s D_ K a D_ H satisfying the following condit ions: 
(1) ] K 1 I = (2~) + and supp(g) t~ A = A 1 for everyg  e /£1 .  
(2) I K2 I = (2~) + and B n gB = A2 for every g e K 2 . 
(3) [ K 3 [ = (2~) + and g-rA s = A 3 for every g E Kz .  
(4) ] g ] = (2~) + and f )  A 3 = g ~ A 3 for every f, g ~ H. 
Proof of Claim 1. Since 
[{supp(g) c~ A I g e Ko} ] ~< [ A 1~ ~< 2 ~, 
by  Dir ichlets box principle, we can choose subsets K 1 _C K o and A 1 _C A satis- 
fying (1). Since 
1{/3 c~ gB [ g E K~}[ <~ 2IBI ~ 2 ~, 
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we can choose K 2 _C K x and A 2 C B satisfying (2). Since 
I{g-lA2 ]g e Ke}] ~< } BA2 I ~ 2 ~, 
we can choose K 3 C K 2 and A a _C B such that (3) is satisfied by A2, A~, and K 3 
Since 
I{g)A~ IgeKa}l ~< ]A~, I ~< 2% 
we can choose H C K 3 such that (4) is satisfied by A 3 and H. 
Claim 2. For all distinct f, g e H the following hold: 
gf - la  = a 
gf - la  : f-la 
for each a e (A --  B) w A~, 
for each a e B --  -4 2 . 
Proof of Claim 2. I f  a e A -- B, then )Ca = a and ga = a by condition (1 
of claim 1, since A 1 C B and H_C K 1 . If a eB  -- A2, thenf - la  CB by cot 
dition (2), since H _C K 2 . Now {supp(g) [g e H} _C ~,  and ~3 was chosen to h 
quasi-disjoint. Hence supp(f) (3 supp(g) = B. Clearlyf- la e supp(f) -- B an 
supp(f) --  B = supp(f) --  supp(g). Therefore g f - la  = f - la .  If  finally a G A~ 
then f - l a  E A 3 by condition (3), and gf- la  = f f - la  = a by condition (4). Th 
completes the proof of claim 2. 
Since I H ] = (2~) +, we can pick distinct elements f, g, h from H. It follov 
immediately from claim 2 that (gf-~) p A = (hf -~) ~ A. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A subsetF of Sym(S) will be said to be independent if {e} q~ 
and supp(f) n supp(g) = ~ for all distinct f, g eF.  
THEOREM 2.3. Let ~>~11o, KC  Sym~+(S), ]K I  =(2" )  +, /~- -K '  
{fg-lhf -1 If, g, h e K}. Then for every k e K -- {e) there is an independent subs 
F of~2 such that k eF  and IF  [ = (2~) +. 
Proof. Let k e K -  (e}. The singleton {k} is independent, so by Zorn 
lemma, among the independent subsets o f /£  containing k there is a maxim 
one, say F. By definition 2.2, supp(F)n  supp(/) =A ;~ for every l e /£ -  {~ 
Especially supp(F)rn supp(fg-ahf -1) =/= ~ for every f e K and all distin 
g, h e K, or equivalently: (gf-1) [" supp(F) va (hf -~) p supp(F). Thus t supp(F)q 
2" by contraposition of Lemma 2.2. Together with F C Sym~+(S) and IF  [ 
(2~) + this yields IF  [ --  (2~) +. 
Remark 2.1. Let K be as in Theorem 2.3. Let K,~ be the set of words 
length n or less over K. 
g.  = {A ""f~ IA , . . , f~eKu K -1, m ~ n}. 
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It  follows from Theorem 2.3 that every element of K is contained in some 
independent subset of K 4 of cardinality (2~) +. 
Remark 2.2. Let G be a subgroup of Sym~+(S), I G I= (2~) +. As 
G 4 = G, it follows from Remark 2.1 that G is covered by abelian subgroups 
of cardinality (2~) +. 
Remark 2.3. The following example shows that K 4 cannot be replaced by K 3 
in Remark 2.1. 
Let {A, B} tA {C~ [ v < (2~) +} be a family of (2~) + mutually disjoint sets of 
cardinality c~. Put 9.I = {A u B U Cv ] v < (2~)+}. Take f ~ Sym(A) with 
supp(f  e) = A. For each v < (2~) + pick h~ ~ Sym(B u Cv) with h~B = C~. 
For each v < (2~) + define gv as follows: gveSym(U ~I), gv )A  =f ,  gv 
(B u C~) = h~, gv [" C, = e for v ¢ /z .  Put K = {g~ Iv < (2~)+}. Obviously 
K C Sym~+(U 9I) and I K I = (2~) +. 
Take u ~ K 3 . If  u is already in K 1 , there is v < (2~) + with u = g~ or u = g;-1. 
In both cases A u B _C supp(u). If  u E K 2 - - /£1 ,  there are/z, v < (2~) + and l, 
m~{- -1 ,  1} with u = (g,)Z(g~)m. Then u)A  =f~+~*. I f  l+m 5a0, then 
l+  m = 4-2 and supp( f  ~+") = A since supp( fS )= A. So A _C supp(u). 
I f  l - j -  m = 0 and /z = v, then supp(u) = ~.  I f  l - I -  m = 0 and /z =/= v, then 
uB = C~ and thus B C supp(u). If  finally u E K a - - /£2 ,  there are ~, /z, v < 
(2~) + and l, m, n e {-- 1, 1} with u = (ga)~(g,)~'~(gv) '*. Then A _C supp(u) since 
l + m + n ~{--3,  - -1,  1, 3} and supp( f  6) = .//. So we have proved for every 
u 6 K 3 that either supp(u) = ~ or A _C supp(u) or B _C supp(u). Therefore, 
no independent subset of K 3 can contain more than three elements. 
Remark 2.4. Theorem 2.3 is most possible in the sense that (2~) + cannot be 
replaced by any smaller cardinal. Indeed de Bruijn [2] proved that the free 
group • of cardinality 2 ~ can be embedded in Sym~+(~). Let G be a subgroup of 
Sym~+(~) which is isomorphic to O. Since G does not contain any uncountable 
abelian subgroup, by Remark 2.2 G does not satisfy the consequence of Theo- 
rem 2.3. 
3. BOUNDED CLASSES OF GROUPS 
The first 1emma lists some simple consequences of the definition of s-bounded- 
ness as it was given in the introduction. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ~ be an s-bounded class of groups. Then the following state- 
ments hold: 
(1) Every subclass of W is c¢-bounded. 
(2) The closure of cc under taking isomorphic images is o~-bounded. 
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(3) The closure of ~ under taking subgroups is a-bounded. 
(4) The closure of W under taking restricted direct products is ~-bounde, 
provided o~ is infinite. 
Proof. (1) to (3) are trivial. (4): Let {F v ] u </~} C c~. Since cg is a-bounded 
there exist sets Sv and groups Gv ~ Sym~(Sv) with /~, ~ G~. Hence ~ {P~ 
v </z}=~2{G~lv  </~}. For every g~{G~tv  </x} the set {v </~ 
g [" S, =/= e} is finite. Thus I supp(g)[ < ~ • l%. Since ~ is infinite, we hay 
{G~ I v </x} ~< Sym~(S), where S is the disjoint union of the S~. 
Remark 3.1. It  is well known that every abelian group can be embedded i 
a direct sum of countable groups. Since every countable group is Rl-boundec 
it follows from Lemma 3.1(4) and (1) that every class of abelian groups is 11, 
bounded. This is Theorem 1 of [8]. However, the class of all abelian groups : 
not N0-bounded, as the infinite cyclic group is not isomorphic to any group c 
permutations which move only finitely many elements. 
Remark 3.2. Kneser and Swierczkowski [8] indicated how to construct f( 
every infinite a a group /'~ of cardinality (2~) + which is not ~+-bounded. T t  
existence of such groups implies that the class of all groups is unbounded. 
McKenzie [9] improved the result of Kneser and Swierczkowski showing th: 
for every ~ there is a group A~ of cardinality a which is not a-bounded. 
Remark 3.3. In the same paper, McKenzie proved that the class of all fr4 
groups is unbounded. More precisely, he showed the following: I f  a is 
infinite cardinal, fi = 2 ~, 7 = 2 ~, and if q~ is a free group of cardinality at lea 
(2v)+, then • is not ~+-bounded. This was improved by Shelah who showed fq 
every fi: A free group q~ is fl-bounded iff there exists Y < fi such that j q5 ] ~< 
The crucial part of Shelah's proof is to establish the claim for the case fl = a 
This case follows immediately from Remark 2.2 and de Bruijn's theorem quot, 
in Remark 2.4. 
Remark 3.4. Kegel and Wehrfritz [7] proved that for every regular u: 
countable cardinal y there is a locally finite group with no abelian subgroup 
cardinality 7. Setting y = (2~) + we conclude from Remark 2.2 that the cl~ 
of all locally finite groups is unbounded. 
THEOREM 3.2. For ~ an elementary class of groups, the following stateme~ 
are equivalent: 
(a) ~ is bounded. 
(b) There is a natural number n such that every group in C is central 
finite of order at most n. 
(c) Every group in ~ can be embedded in a restricted direct product 
countable groups. 
(d) ~ is ~l-bounded. 
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Proof. The implication (d) ~ (a) is trivial; (c) ~ (d) follows immediately 
from Lemma 3.1 (4). 
Proof of (a) ~ (b). All we shall need from Theorem 2.3 is contained in the 
following statement: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let F be an a+-bounded group. For every R C 1 ~ the following 
holds: [ f iR  ] = 2 ~+ there exist a, b, c, d ~ R such that c ~ d and abc-adb -1 ~- 
bc-adb-la. 
Proof. Let R _C F, suppose that [ R ] = (2~) +. Put R = Rtd  (bc-ldb -1 1 b, c, 
d ~ R}. It  follows from Theorem 2.3 that there exist a ~ R and u ~/~ with u v a e 
and ua = au. I f  u ~ R - -  R, then the claim follows immediately, if u ~ R put 
b=c=aandu~d.  | 
In order to apply Lemma 3.3 to 6* we need a result from model theory. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let T be a first-order theory, P a unary predicate occurring in T. 
Suppose that there is a cardinal y such that every model of T contains less than y 
elements satisfying P(x). Then there is a natural number h such that every model of T 
contains less than k elements satisfying P(x). 
LEMMA 3.4 is a well-known and easy consequence of the compactness theorem 
for first-order logic (cf. Proposition 3.2.11(ii) in [I]). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 6. be a bounded elementary class of groups. Then there is a 
natural number m such that for every I~ ~ 6. and every m-element subset M C_ U 
there exist a, b, c, d ~ M with c 4: d and abc-ldb -1 = bc-ldb-la. 
Proof. Let T o be a first-order theory such that the class of all models of T o 
is equal to 6*. Let P be a unary predicate symbol not occurring in T o . Put 
T = T O k) {(P(xl) A P(x~) ^  P(xa) ^  P(x4) h x 3 4: x4) 
(xlx~x~lx,x~. 1 ~ x~x;Ix,x~xl)}. 
Let 9~R be a model of T. Then there are/~ 6 6. and R _C/" with 9~R = (F,  R),  
where R is the set of elements o f /~  satisfying P(x). By Lemma 3.3 we have 
JR[ ~ 2 ". Thus, according to Lemma 3.4, there is a natural number m such 
that every model of T contains less than m elements satisfying P(x). We conclude 
that, for every / "  ~ 6* and every m-element subset R _C F, the structure (F,  R)  
is not a model of T. This yields the conclusion of Lemma 3.5. | 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let F be a group, n a natural number. We use F,~(F) to 
stand for the set of elements of F which have at most n conjugates, and F(F)  to 
denote the set U {F~(F) [ n < ~o}. 
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The group Pis  a BFC-group if there is a natural number n such that P=F,~(F), 
It is easy to see thatF(F) constitutes a normal subgroup of -P. 
LEMMA 3.6. I f  F is contained in some bounded elementary class of groups, then, 
P/F(F) is finite, and F(P) is a BFC-group. 
Proof. Take m as in Lemma 3.5. Let M be an m-element subset of F. For 
every u ~ F, the set uM has m elements. Thus by Lemma 3.5 there are a, b, c, 
d e M with c @ d and (ua)(ub)(uc)-l(ud)(ub) -1 = (ub)(uc)-l(ud)(ub)-l(ua), o
equivalently: u e a-*Cr(bc-ldb-1). 
It follows that, for every m-element subset M of F, the finite set ~(M) = 
{a-lCr(bc-ldb -1) ] a, b, c, d ~ M, c @ d} covers F. Hence, according to a theorerr 
of Neumann [10], for every m-element subset M of -P there exist b, c, d e 
with c =/= d and a natural number n, depending only on the size of W(M), sudc 
that [F: Cr(bc-ldb-1)] ~ n. Since 1C~(M)] ~ m 4 for every m-element subset 
of/~, this number n can be chosen to be the same for all M. We can replac~ 
[F :  Cr(bc-ldb-1)] <~ n by bc-ldb -1 EFt(F). Since F~(F) is closed under con. 
jugation, this is equivalent with c-ld ~F~(F). So we conclude: There is a natura 
number n such that 
for every m-element subset M of/~ there exist distinct c, d 6 M 
with c-Xd ~ F~( F). ( ,  
Therefore tF/F(F)I < m, which proves the first claim in Lemma 3.6. 
To prove the second claim, take n satisfying (,). Choose S C F( / ' )w i th  th, 
property that c-ld 6F,~(F) for all distinct c, d ~ S, and let S be maximal witl 
respect o this property. We have I S I < m by (*). If c ~F(F)  -- S, there exist 
a ~ S with a-lc ~F~(N). (Note that F,~(F) is closed under taking inverses. 
Hence F(F) ~- U {aFt(F) ] a ~ S}. Put r = min{k I S _C F~(F)}. Clearly, F(F) ( 
Fr.n(F), and so F(F) is a BFC-group. | 
The following lemma is due to the reviewer and generalizes a result c 
Wiegold [16, Theorem 1]. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that ~ >/ l%, that G ~ Syrup(S) and that G has 
normal subgroup H such that I G/H I < ~ and [ H : Cn(h)l < ~ for all h e L 
Then every G-orbit has fewer than ~ elements. 
Proof. Let a be an element of S, and let [a]/~ be the H-orbit containing 
If  [a]n -- {a} then certainly 
I[alG I ~< I G/HI  < o~. 
Suppose that [a]n 7 c {a}, and choose h e H such that ha =/- a. Then 
[a] ~ C [,.) {supp(ghg -~) I g e G}. 
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Since supp(ghg -1) = g supp(h), this i  a union of less than ~ sets each of the 
same size less than ~. So we have ][a]a I < ~. Thus the G-orbit containing a
has size less than ~. | 
LEMMA 3.8. I f  e~ >~ N0, and P is contained in some c~-bounded lementary class 
of groups, then ]/ ' /C(F)I  ~< 2% 
Proof. Choose S and G <~ Sym~(S) such that F and G are isomorphic. Let L 
be a left transversal forF(G) in G. According to Lemma 3.6, L is finite. Moreover, 
F(G) is a BFC-group, and thus, by a theorem of Neumann [13, p. 126] the 
commutator subgroup (F(G))' is finite. 
Let {S v I v e I} be the set of G-orbits. The restriction of g to S~ is denoted by 
g~, and the restriction of G to S v is denoted by Gv. Now G is a subgroup of the 
cartesian product I-[ {Gv ] v 61}. 
Let J ~ {ve I I f  ~ =g~ = e for a l l feL ,  ge(F(G)) '}.  Clearly 1 [ - -  f l  < a. 
Write 1-[ {G~ f v e /}  as H 1 × H 2 with 
Hl = [ I  {G~ ] v e I -- J}, H2 = ~I {Gv l v e J}. 
Claim. H 2 is abelian. 
Proof of the Claim: Let f , g e G. Choose r, s E F( G) and u, v eL  such that 
f = ur and g = vs. Let If, g] stand for fgf-lg-1. We have [f, g]v = [u,&, %s~]. 
I f  v e J, then u~ = % = e. Since Jr, s ]e  (F(G))', it follows that [f, g]~ = e for 
all v e J. This proves the claim. An easy computation shows that ] I'/C(F)[ = 
IG/C(G)I ~< I//11. By Lemma 3.7 applied to H = F(G), we have q S~ t < 
for every v el ,  and thus ] H 1 [ ~ (2~)1'-11 = 2 ~.So we have proved Lemma 3.8. | 
Let T o be a first-order theory such that the class of models of T O is equal 
to d °. Let P be a unary predicate symbol not occurring in T o . Put 
T -- T O V0 {gx, Vx~ 3xa((P(xl) ^  P(x2) ^  x I =/= x2) 
(x~ ~ x:~x;~x~)}. 
The models of T are just the structures (/ ' ,  R), where /~ is in E and R is a 
subset of a transversal for C(F) in / ' .  By Lemma 3.8, there is no model (/,, R)  
of T with ] R I > 2~. Thus by Lemma 3.3 there is a natural number n with 
l R I < n for every model (F, R) of T. This implies ] _r/C(/')[ < n for every 
F e g, completing the proof of the implication (a) ~ (b). 
Proof of (b) ~ (c). Let / ,  be central by finite. Choose a left transversal L 
for C(/,) in P. Denote by A the subgroup of / 'generated byL.  Then A is count- 
able. Since C(I') is abelian, there exists a family of groups {A~ [ v e [} and a 
monomorphism e:
C(F) -~ A = @ {Av iv e I}. 
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Let 9 be the canonical embedding of A in A × A and ~b the canonical embeddil 
of A in A × A. Put N = {~c-l~bec [  e A n C(P)}. The group N is a norm 
subgroup of A × A. (The quotient A × A/N is just the generalized ire 
product of A and A with amalgamated subgroups A n C(P) and e(A n C(/" I
Define an embedding X:/~--+ (A × A)/N as follows: For each a e _f' choo'. 
b ~ A and c e C(F) with a = bc. Put X a = q~b~becN. It is not hard to check that ) 
does not depend on the choice of b and c, and that X is indeed a monomorphis~ 
Since A is countable, there is a countable set J c_ [ such that (ec), = e fl 
every c e A n C(U) and for all v e I --  jr. 
Put (9 -A  ×{aeA la~ =e for a l l ve [ - - ]}  andZ -{aEA[a~ =ef t  
all v ~ J}. Clearly A × A = 0 × 8, moreover (9 is countable and N is a norm: 
subgroup of (9. Thus (A × A)/N ~ (O/N) × & and (O/N) × E is a restricte 
direct product of countable groups. I 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let do be an elementary class of groups such that if 1 ~, A e d 
then I" × A e do. Then do is bounded iff every group in do is abelian. 
Proof. I f  every group in d o is abelian, then do is bounded by Remark 3.1. 
To prove the converse, note that every noncommutative group has finit 
direct powers with centers of arbitrarily large finite index, and apply Theoren 
3.2(a) ~ (b). 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let 8 be an elementary class of groups. Then the followin~ 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) do is a bounded class of periodic groups. 
(b) do is a class of periodic groups, and every group in do is central by finite 
(c) Every group in do is a restricted irect product of finite groups. 
(d) do is Ro-bounded. 
Proof. (a) ~ (b) is a special case of the corresponding implication in Theorem 
3.2. (c) ~ (d) follows from Lemma 3.1(4). (d) ~ (a) holds since every R0" 
hounded group is periodic. 
Proof of (b) ~ (c). Le t / "  ~ do, let T be a transversal for C(F) in F. Then 7 
is finite. Since F has only finitely many inner automorphisms, the closure of T 
under conjugation is finite. Moreover, all elements of T are of finite order. Thus 
we can apply Dietzmann's lemma [13, Corollary 2, p. 45]) and conclude that T 
generates in / "  a finite subgroup, say A. 
As do is an elementary class of periodic groups, every group in do has finite 
exponent. Being an abelian group of finite exponent, C(1 ~) is a direct sum of a 
family of finite groups, say {A~ I v e/}. 
Put J = {v ~ I [ A n A~ ~= {e}}. Since A is finite, ] is also finite. Set 0 = 
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A .@{Av lvE J}  and 3= @{A~lve I - - j r} .  Clearly F= O ×S,  and this 
is a restricted irect product of finite groups. | 
COROLLARY 3.11. A group 1 ~ is an element of some bounded elementary class 
of groups iff F is central by finite. /" is an element of some ~o-bounded elementary 
class of groups iff F is the direct product of a finite group and an abelian group of 
fin#e exponent. 
Proof. I f /1  is contained in some elementary class of groups, then/"  is central 
by finite according to Theorem 3.2. I f  F is central by finite, then ] F/C(/')I = n 
for some natural number n. There exists an elementary class do of groups such 
that Ucdo and [A/C(A)] = n for every A edo. By Theorem 3.2, d o is bounded. 
This proves the first statement of Corollary 3.11. The second statement is 
proved in a similar way using Corollary 3.10. | 
FINAL REMARKS 
(3.5) Varieties of groups satisfy the conditions of Corollary 3.9. Thus a 
variety of groups is bounded iff it is abelian. Hence the class of all nilpotent 
groups of class n (2 ~< n < o~) is unbounded, being a nonabelian variety. The 
same holds for the class of all groups of exponent n (3 ~< n < ~). 
(3.6) Let F be a central product of infinitely many copies of the eight- 
element dihedral group (see [15, Example 6.4]). Let do be the class of all groups of 
exponent 4 whose commutator subgroup has two elements, do is an elementary 
class, and/ 'e  do./' is infinite, and its center has only two elements, since C(F) = 
/".  Thus /" is not central by finite, and, according to Theorem 3.2, d o is 
unbounded. This should be compared with a result of Hall [6]. Hall constructed 
a group in do which cannot be obtained as a homomorphic image of a subdirect 
product of finite groups. 
(3.7) Let do be a projective class of groups. (For a definition of projective 
class see [17]). Let do' be the class of all subgroups of do. Then do' is an elementary 
class (see [17], Corollary 25.5). 
Clearly conditions (b) and (c) of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied by do iff they are 
satisfied by do'. According to Lemma 3.1(1) and (3), this also holds for conditions 
(a) and (d). Thus Theorem 3.2 remains true if d ° is taken to be projective instead 
of elementary. The same holds for Corollary 3.10. 
(3.8) For a infinite and {Gv [ v e I} a family of permutation groups we define 
the a-restricted product to be the permutation group consisting of all f e I-I {G~ j
v ~I} with ] supp(f)] < ~. 
This operation arises naturally for groups of permutations moving less than 
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elements. Every group which is embeddable into an a-restricted product o 
permutat ion groups is obviously a-bounded,  and the converse also holds. 
Let  us consider the following statement: 
(e) There  exists a such that every group in d is embeddable into an 
restricted product  of permutat ion groups of cardinality at most ~. 
Condit ion (a) of Theorem 3.2 is a consequence of (e), and (c) is a speci~ 
case of (e). Thus  we may extend Theorem 3.2 by adding the clause (e). 
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